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Summary
Background: Neural responses in visual cortex depend not
only on sensory input but also on behavioral context. One
such context is locomotion, which modulates single-neuron
activity in primary visual cortex (V1). How locomotion affects
neuronal populations across cortical layers and in precortical
structures is not well understood.
Results: We performed extracellular multielectrode record-
ings in the visual system of mice during locomotion and sta-
tionary periods. We found that locomotion influenced activity
of V1 neurons with a characteristic laminar profile and shaped
the population response by reducing pairwise correlations.
Although the reduction of pairwise correlations was restricted
to cortex, locomotion slightly but consistently increased firing
rates and controlled tuning selectivity already in the dorsolat-
eral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of the thalamus. At the level of
the eye, increases in locomotion speed were associated with
pupil dilation.
Conclusions: These findings document further, nonmulti-
plicative effects of locomotion, reaching earlier processing
stages than cortex.
Introduction
Responses of neurons in sensory areas not only depend on
sensory inputs but also are profoundly modulated by be-
havioral state. In primates, behavioral state can be elegantly
controlledwith a number of experimental paradigms, including
those manipulating selective attention. In rodents, where such
paradigms are still lacking, behavioral state is often dichoto-
mized into passive versus active, where the passive state is
associated with slow synchronous fluctuations and the active
state with desynchronized activity [1].
Recent studies assessing state-dependent changes of sen-
sory processing in mouse primary visual cortex (V1) have
started to characterize how locomotion modulates activity of
single neurons. During locomotion, V1 neurons in layers 2/3
and 4 have more depolarized membrane potentials [2, 3],
higher firing rates [2–6], and increased tuning gain [2, 4]. These
effects may be mediated by noradrenergic [2] or cholinergic
[7, 8] inputs. Moreover, during locomotion, individual neurons
respond more reliably to visual stimuli, as trial-to-trial vari-
ability of both membrane potentials and spiking responses
are reduced [2, 3].
Although these studies show clear effects of locomotion on
upper-layer V1 neurons, their laminar specificity and impact on*Correspondence: laura.busse@cin.uni-tuebingen.deprecortical processing stages are not well understood. With
the exception of a single two-photon calcium imaging study
[6], locomotion-related response modulation in deep layers
has not been examined. Moreover, it is thought that locomo-
tion-related gain modulations of sensory neurons are res-
tricted to cortex. This notion is based on the pioneering study
of Niell and Stryker [4], who did not find locomotion-related en-
hancements of neural responses in the dorsolateral geniculate
nucleus (dLGN) of the thalamus. However, recently observed
locomotion-related depolarization of membrane potentials in
thalamorecipient L4 neurons [2] could at least partly reflect
properties of feedforward dLGN activity.
Here, we investigated the influence of locomotion on neural
populations in area V1 and in the dLGN bymeasuring extracel-
lular activity simultaneously from multiple neurons in head-
fixed mice running on a spherical treadmill. We found that in
area V1, beyond gain modulations of individual neurons, loco-
motion decreased pairwise correlations in the population
response. Although the reduction of pairwise correlations
was restricted to cortex, locomotion slightly but consistently
enhanced firing rates and changed tuning selectivity already
at the level of the dLGN. Within the dLGN population, re-
sponses depended on running speed, often in smooth and
nonmonotonic ways, indicating that even dLGN neurons
encode self-motion. Running speed was also tightly linked
with pupil dilation, an important behavioral marker of arousal
and cognitive processes.
Results
To measure locomotion-related response modulations in indi-
vidual neurons, we placed head-fixed mice on an air-cush-
ioned Styrofoam ball and recorded extracellular single-unit
activity from upper layers of V1 during locomotion and station-
ary periods (Figures 1A and 1B). Consistent with previous
studies [2–5, 9, 10], we found enhanced responses around
locomotion onset (Figures 1C and 1D) during spontaneous
(23.1% 6 5.0%; mean 6 SE; p < 1025, n = 191 neurons) and
visually driven (26.2%6 2.3%; p < 10215, n = 261 neurons) ac-
tivity. Overall, this enhancement was stronger during visually
driven activity than spontaneous activity (p = 0.017, analysis
of covariance [ANCOVA]) and present in more neurons
(22.6% versus 12.0%, p = 0.004, chi-square test). Similar to
earlier reports [2, 4], we found that, on average, locomotion
scaled orientation tuning curves without affecting selectivity,
although significant changes in selectivity were observed in
some neurons (Figures S1A–S1D available online). Although
locomotion, on average, also did not alter contrast sensitivity
(Figures S1E–S1H), it influenced spatial integration in nonmul-
tiplicative ways ([9]; see also Figures S1I–S1L).
Locomotion Reduces Pairwise Correlations in V1
Because cortical state is typically characterized by the magni-
tude of common fluctuations in population-spiking activity [1],
we asked whether locomotion also shapes network variability.
We focused on spontaneous activity recorded with tetrodes in
V1 upper layers (Figure 2). We segmented locomotion and sta-
tionary periods into 100 ms bins, for which we determined the
spike counts of the recorded neurons (Figure 2A). We then
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Figure 1. Locomotion Enhances Firing Rates of
Neurons in Mouse Upper-Layer V1
(A) Experimental setup and segmentation of
speed trace into stationary (orange) and locomo-
tion (green) periods (experiment 26-2.8).
(B) Waveforms and autocorrelogram of an
example neuron isolated from a tetrode recording
(unit 26-2.x.99).
(C) Spike rasters (top) and spike density function
(bottom) of an example neuron in V1 aligned to
locomotion onset during spontaneous activity.
n = 116 onsets (unit 16-8.x.10).
(D) Firing rates of neurons in 500 ms windows
before and after locomotion onset during sponta-
neous (top, n = 191) and visually driven (bottom,
n = 261) activity.
Unless noted otherwise, example cells are
marked in red, filled symbols are neurons with
individually significant modulations, and error
bars represent SEM.
See also Figure S1.
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2900concatenated, separately for locomotion or stationary periods,
these spike counts of each neuron and measured bin-to-bin
variability by computing the variance relative to mean spike
count (Fano factor). The Fano factor of individual neurons
decreased from 1.36 during stationary periods to 1.21 during
locomotion (p < 1026, n = 127; Figure 2B). This decrease is sur-
prisingasV1neuronscanbe tunednotonly forstimulus features
suchasorientation (Figure 2C)but also for runspeed (Figure 2D)
[10], which should induce response variability in the locomotion
state. One explanation could be that the influence of run
speed itself can be variable. Indeed, SDs within speed bins
were substantial, often exceeding the modulation seen in the
average responses across bins. Thus, the decrease in Fano
factors during locomotion demonstrates the powerful influence
of active brain state on single-neuron response variability.
Having observed locomotion-based variability reduction in
individual neurons, we next measured how locomotion af-
fected the shared variability between pairs of simultaneously
recorded neurons (‘‘noise correlation’’). The effect of shared
variability depends on how population activity is read out
[11] but can substantially alter the performance of neuronal
populations, possibly more than enhancements of firing rate
or reliability of single neurons [12]. In particular, relative to in-
dependent noise, positively correlated noise between similarly
tuned neurons can impair decoding, whereas positively corre-
lated noise between neurons with opposite preferences can
improve decoding. Previous studies in primary visual cortex
have documented higher correlations for neuronal pairs
with similar orientation tuning [13, 14], but the dependence
of correlations on run-speed tuning is unknown. Furthermore,
whether locomotion alters the correlation structure to poten-
tially improve decoding is an open question.
We removed the influence of run speed for each neuron by
subtracting the spike counts predicted by the run-speed tun-
ing curve before computing the residual correlations between
spike counts of all pairs of simultaneously recorded neurons
(noise correlation, rsc). Across the population, mean rsc de-
creased from 0.07 6 0.003 during stationary periods to 0.03
6 0.003 during locomotion (p < 10215; Figure 2E). Hence, loco-
motion reduces shared variability in the network.
We next examined how the reduction in pairwise correlations
during locomotion depended on the neurons’ functional prop-
erties. We quantified, for each simultaneously recorded pair of
neurons, similarity in orientation tuning (rori) and run-speedtuning (rrun) by computing the Pearson correlation coefficient
of average responses across all stimulus orientations or run
speeds. We then examined how locomotion (state) changed
the relationship between rori, rrun, and rsc by fitting linearmodels
(ANCOVA; Figures 2F–2H). As expected, rsc generally in-
creased with orientation tuning similarity (main effect of rori,
p < 1028). Interestingly, we also observed a positive, albeit
weaker, relationship between rsc and rrun (interaction effect,
rori 3 rrun, p < 10
24). Although locomotion, overall, decreased
rsc (main effect of state, p < 10
215), this decreasewas strongest
for pairs with similar orientation tuning (interaction rori 3 state,
p = 0.004) but did not depend on run-speed tuning similarity
(interaction rrun 3 state, p = 0.30; interaction rori 3 rrun 3 state,
p = 0.021). We summarize the full relationship between rsc, rori,
and rrun in Figure 2H.
Importantly, differences in pairwise correlations between
locomotion and stationary periods could not be explained by
differences in firing rate because equalizing mean firing rates
for each neuron across states by randomly deleting excess
spikes did not change the pattern of results (Figure S2).
Furthermore, our results did not change qualitatively when
we excluded periods around saccade-like eye movements,
indicating that locomotion-related changes in eye movements
were not directly responsible for the observed decorrelation.
Lastly, we obtained similar results even when we did not sub-
tract the speed-tuned signal and simply computed the Pear-
son correlation between neuronal pairs (main effect of state,
p < 10215; interaction rrun 3 state, p = 0.59; interaction rori 3
rrun 3 state, p = 0.034). This is surprising for at least two rea-
sons: first, because the majority of neurons increase their re-
sponses with movement, overall rsc should increase rather
than decrease with locomotion, and second, because run-
speed tuning similarity clearly biases the correlation structure
during stationary periods, this relationship should get stronger
instead of weaker with locomotion. Hence, these analyses
indicate a powerful decorrelating mechanism, which seems
to override the influence of run-speed tuning.
Locomotion Can Suppress Responses of Lower-Layer V1
Neurons
As most previous studies of locomotion-related modulations
have concentrated on superficial layers in area V1 [3–5, 7],
we next examined locomotion effects across V1 laminae (Fig-
ure 3). Using multicontact linear probes to simultaneously
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Figure 2. Locomotion Reduces Pairwise Correla-
tions during Spontaneous Activity
(A) Example speed trace with segmentation of
locomotion and stationary periods into spike
count bins. Horizontal lines indicate stationary
(orange) and locomotion (green) thresholds.
(B) Fano factors (variance/mean) of individual
cells (n = 127).
(C and D) Orientation tuning curves (C) and run-
speed tuning curves (D) for two example cells
(units 26-2.x.19 and 30-1.x.59).
(E) Distribution of spike count correlations in the
population of recorded pairs (n = 1,271 pairs) dur-
ing spontaneous activity. Horizontal lines indicate
means.
(F) Relation between orientation tuning similarity
and spike count correlations for locomotion and
stationary periods during spontaneous activity.
Solid lines represent regression fits.
(G) Relation between run-speed tuning similarity
and spike count correlations for locomotion and
stationary periods during spontaneous activity.
(H) Relation between orientation tuning similarity,
run-speed tuning similarity, and spike count cor-
relations during stationary (left) and locomotion
(right) periods.
See also Figure S2.
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2901sample from all V1 layers and current source density (CSD)
analysis (Figure 3A), we determined the ratio of firing rates
before and after locomotion onset as a function of cortical
depth (Figure 3B). We found a clear laminar pattern during
both spontaneous (p = 0.0004, Kruskal-Wallis Test; Figure 3C)
and visually driven (p = 0.004; Figure 3D) activity: whereas loco-
motion led to an overall enhancement of responses in supra-
granular and granular layers, the average modulation in infra-
granular layers was small. This small average effect reflected
the diversity of modulation, rather than just less modulation,
with a substantial number of locomotion-suppressed neurons
in the upper part of the infragranular layers. Indeed, in the infra-
granular layers, the proportion of suppressed neurons wassignificantly larger than in the other
layers, during both spontaneous (p <
1024, overall chi-square test; p < 1023,
post hoc analyses) and visually driven
(p = 0.03, overall chi-square test; p =
0.009, post hoc analyses) activity.
This laminar pattern was present in in-
dividual animals (Figure S3). Smaller
average modulations in infragranular
layers cannot be explained by lower
overall activity, as firing rates in infragra-
nular layers exceeded those in supragra-
nular layers (spontaneous activity: 7.6
spikes/s 6 0.4 spikes/s versus 5.0
spikes/s 6 0.5 spikes/s, p = 0.003, post
hoc analyses; visually driven activity:
8.1 spikes/s 6 0.4 spikes/s versus 5.9
spikes/s 6 0.4 spikes/s, p = 0.004, post
hoc analyses).
Locomotion Controls Responses and
Spatial Integration of dLGN Neurons
Having documented prominent locomo-
tion-based response modulations in thegranular layer, we next asked whether locomotion modulates
firing rates and tuning properties already in the dLGN of the
thalamus (Figure 4). Contrary to Niell and Stryker’s conclusion
that dLGN response magnitude is unaltered by locomotion [4],
we found that locomotion onset transiently increased dLGN
responses during both spontaneous (Figures 4B and 4C; p =
0.037, n = 83 neurons, Wilcoxon signed-rank test; 7.54% 6
32.8% median absolute deviation [m.a.d.]) and visually driven
(Figures 4D and 4E; p = 0.025, n = 209, Wilcoxon signed-rank
test; 6.1% 6 45.6 % m.a.d.) activity, although these effects
were less prominent than in cortex (ANCOVA, both p < 0.001).
Besides transient response increases around locomotion
onset, we found that locomotion also influences how dLGN
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Figure 3. Locomotion-Triggered Response Modulations Are Diverse in Infragranular Layers
(A) Left: schematic drawing of a linear 32-channel probe. Middle: CSD image (color) and superimposed LFP traces (black). Right: CSD traces. Thick blue line
marks the polarity inversion of the CSD used to determine the base of putative layer 4 (experiment 149-15.3). S, supragranular; G, granular; I, infragranular.
(B) Left: spike waveforms and autocorrelograms of representative neurons for each putative laminar location. Right: spike rasters and spike density func-
tions of simultaneously recorded example neurons aligned to locomotion onset during spontaneous activity. n = 64 onsets, neurons 149-14.x.7/24/30.
(C) Ratio of spontaneous activity 500 ms after versus before locomotion onset (abscissa) as a function of depth relative to putative layer 4 (ordinate). Solid
black line represents the running average; gray lines mark the extent of putative layer 4. Data points beyond the range of the abscissa represent values
smaller than 0.5 and larger than 2. Black data points are neurons with individually significant modulations. Red asterisks highlight the accumulation of sup-
pressed cells in the infragranular layers.
(D) Ratio of visually driven activity 500 ms after versus before locomotion onset as a function of depth relative to putative layer 4.
See also Figure S3.
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2902neurons process visual stimuli (Figure 4F). This effect was
consistent across the dLGN population, where time-averaged
firing rates (F0) increased by 11.2% 6 32.8% (median 6
m.a.d.; p < 1026, n = 147, Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Fig-
ure 4G). In contrast, the response component at the stimulus
frequency (F1) was not enhanced for locomotion conditions
(p = 0.36, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Together, this led to an
increase of the median F0:F1 ratio during locomotion (Fig-
ure 4H; p < 1024, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Because the F1
response is computed separately for each trial, this analysis
is insensitive to trial-by-trial changes in response phase, which
could occur as a result of between-trial eyemovements. These
modulations of dLGN response magnitude are consistent with
a locomotion-based shift from burst to tonic firing mode (2.9%
burst ratio 6 0.3% burst ratio versus 1.0% burst ratio 6 0.1%
burst ratio, p < 1028, n = 147 neurons; Figure 4I; see also [4]): in
tonic mode, dLGN spiking responses are less rectified, which
reduces briskness and increases linearity of responses (re-
viewed in [15]).
In addition, locomotion profoundly influenced dLGN selec-
tivity for stimulus size (Figures 4J–4M). Similar to V1 [9], neu-
rons in dLGN had larger receptive field (RF) center sizes during
locomotion (p = 0.0062; n = 21 neurons; Figure 4L) and were
less suppressed by stimuli extending to the RF surround (p =
0.0071; Figure 4M). To exclude that these differences in spatial
integration result from differences in eye movements between
locomotion and stationary trials, we computed size-tuning
curves from a subset of trials in which eye position was largely
constant (i.e., within <5 of the central position [9]). In these
control analyses, every single cell showed a locomotion-
related increase in RF center size (p = 0.015) and a decrease
in suppression strength (p = 0.015; n = 7 neurons with eye
tracking, all shown in Figure S4). Interestingly, unlike the
magnitude of locomotion-related firing rate modulations, the
magnitudes of spatial integration changes were not different
between dLGN and cortex, for both center size (increase of19.7 6 10.3, dLGN; 14.4 6 3.3, V1; p = 0.34, Mann-Whitney
U test) and suppression strength (decrease of 0.12 6 0.05,
dLGN; 0.10 6 0.02, V1; p = 0.34). These findings demonstrate
that locomotion can have powerful nonmultiplicative influ-
ences on response magnitude and tuning for stimulus proper-
ties already at the level of the dLGN.
Moreover, dLGN neurons were diversely influenced by run
speed (Figure 5). With increasing run speed, responses of indi-
vidual dLGN neurons showed monotonic increases, mono-
tonic decreases, or band-pass tuning properties (Figure 5A).
Such run-speed tuning of dLGN neurons was present even
when the animal was in complete darkness (Figure 5B; see Fig-
ure S5 for additional example neurons). Tuning for run speed
was present in w45% of the recorded dLGN neurons (140
out of 313). The distributions of run-speed tuning types were
similar not only across gray screen conditions and complete
darkness but also between dLGN and V1 neurons (Figure 5C).
Hence, similar to previous findings in V1 [10], responses in
dLGN exhibit a smooth and diverse dependency on run speed,
irrespective of the presence or absence of visual input.
Given these seemingly parallel influences of locomotion on
individual cortical and thalamic neurons, we examined
whether the decorrelation of V1 populations by locomotion
could also already be present in the thalamus. Computing rsc
during spontaneous activity for pairs of dLGN cells (Figure 5D),
we found no difference between locomotion (rsc = 0.0224 6
0.002) and stationary (rsc = 0.0229 6 0.002, p = 0.87) periods.
Thus, instead of originating from decorrelated feedforward
thalamic input, the decrease in V1 pairwise correlations
emerges in cortex.
Locomotion Speed Is Tightly Linked to Pupil Dilation
Given that a prominent behavioral marker of active state is pu-
pil size, we finally asked whether effects of locomotion could
also be observed at the level of the eye (Figure 6). Attention
research in humans has long relied on pupil dilation under
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Figure 4. Effects of Locomotion in dLGN
(A) Coronal section of dLGN, marked by white outline; animal 58. DAPI is shown in blue; DiI is shown in yellow. The scale bar represents 200 mm.
(B) Spike rasters (top) and spike density function (bottom) of responses aligned to locomotion onset of an example dLGN neuron during spontaneous
activity (n = 30 onsets, unit 54-11.x.51). Note that locomotion-triggered responses can be transient.
(C) Firing rates of neurons in 500 ms windows before and after locomotion onset during spontaneous activity (n = 83).
(D) Spike rasters (top) and spike density function (bottom) of responses aligned to locomotion onset of an example dLGN neuron during visually driven
activity (n = 42 onsets, unit 41-15.x.34).
(E) Firing rates of neurons in 500 ms windows before and after locomotion onset during visually driven activity (n = 209 neurons).
(F) Spike raster of two example units during presentation of a drifting grating, separately for trials with (green) and without (orange) locomotion. Left: n = 28
trials, unit 46-8.14.29. Right: n = 48 trials, unit 191-4.2.19.
(G–I) Average firing rates (F0) (G), ratio of the F0:F1 response component (H), and burst ratio (I) in response to full-contrast gratings during locomotion and
stationary trials (n = 147 neurons).
(J) Size tuning of two example neurons during locomotion (green) and stationary (orange) trials. Solid line is ratio of Gaussians fit; units 46-2.7.10 and 41-
15.21.51. Vertical lines indicate RF center sizes.
(K) Average fitted size tuning curves across the population (n = 21).
(L and M) RF center size (L) and suppression index (M) during locomotion and stationary trials.
See also Figure S4.
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2903constant illumination to noninvasively infer the attentiveness
of an observer [16]. Using camera-based eye tracking under
infrared illumination, we correlated pupil position and size to
changes in locomotion. As reported by previous studies under
head fixation [3–5, 9, 10], the overall saccade frequency was
low (0.94 Hz6 0.29 Hz); yet, saccadesweremore frequent dur-
ing locomotion periods (1.54 Hz 6 0.29 Hz) compared to sta-
tionary periods (0.35 Hz 6 0.23 Hz, p < 0.001). The increased
number of saccades, however, could not explain response
modulations around locomotion onset (Figure S6; see also
[2, 3, 5]). Much more striking, however, was the close tracking
of running speed by pupil size (Figure 6A; Movie S1). Across
experiments, average pupil size during locomotion exceeded
average pupil size during stationary periods by w45.0% 6
9.1% (Figure 6B; p < 0.001). Rather than being binary, the ef-
fect of run speed on pupil size was smooth (Figure 6C); in
fact, all sessions showed an excellent linear relationship be-
tween the logarithm of run speed and pupil size (all p > 0.9;Figure 6C, inset), which accounted for up to 77% of the vari-
ance even before binning (Figure S7).
As neurons in V1 and dLGN show different types of run-
speed tuning, whose distribution does not depend on the level
of ambient luminance, it seems unlikely that the observed
modulations of neural responses can be explained by pupil
dilation. Yet, to rule out any such explanation, we performed
control experiments in which pupil size was artificially kept
constant by topical application of atropine to the eye (Figures
6D–6H). Indeed, while blocking pupil constriction, the run-
speed tuning of neurons in dLGN (p = 0.92, chi-square test;
Figures 6E and 6F) and V1 (p = 0.37, chi-square test; Figures
6G and 6H) was not altered.
Discussion
We tested the impact of locomotion on responses of neural
populations in area V1 and dLGN of the thalamus, and we
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Figure 5. Run-Speed Tuning of dLGN Neurons
and Pairwise Correlations
(A) Dependence of firing rate on run speed for
three example dLGN neurons measured during
gray screen presentation (units 54-8.x.19, 136-
7.x.37, and 136-7.x.49).
(B) Example neuronsmeasured in separate exper-
iments during complete darkness (units 191-6.x.9,
191-6.x.15, and 191-3.x.10).
(C) Proportion of neurons with monotonically
increasing (MI), monotonically decreasing (MD),
and band-pass (BP) run-speed tuning. Gray bars
indicate dLGN neurons during gray screen (n =
101 classified neurons out of 140 speed-modu-
lated neurons; 313 recorded). Black bars indicate
dLGN neurons in darkness (n = 32 classified neu-
rons out of 46 speed-modulated neurons; 108 re-
corded). White bars indicate V1 neurons (n = 380
classified neurons out of 649 speed-modulated
neurons; 946 recorded).
(D) Distribution of spike count correlations (rsc) in
the population of simultaneously recorded dLGN
pairs (n = 1,011) during spontaneous activity for
locomotion (green) and stationary (orange) periods.
See also Figure S5.
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2904present three main findings. First, apart from enhancing sin-
gle-unit activity, locomotion decreases pairwise correlations
in the V1 population response. Second, far from affecting
only cortical neurons, locomotion modulates firing rates, often
in smooth and nonmonotonic ways, and controls spatial in-
tegration even of geniculate neurons. In contrast, the decor-
relation of population responses by locomotion appears to
be restricted to cortex. Third, as the speed of locomotion in-
creases, the pupil dilates. These findings document far-reach-
ing effects of locomotion across all processing stages of the
early visual system.
Desynchronization of population responses during active
brain states has long been known from studies of state-depen-
dent processing in rodents. State-dependent reductions in
common fluctuations have most often been measured in local
field potentials (LFPs). Reductions in low-frequency LFP po-
wer are typically observed in rodents during active behaviors,
including running [2, 4], and are also present in our own data
(data not shown). Fewer studies have assessed state-depen-
dent decreases in common fluctuations directly within the
spiking activity of the population [1]. Our finding of locomo-
tion-based reductions of pairwise spiking correlations is
generally consistent with previous work in the anesthetized ro-
dent, showing less correlated activity during up states [17] or
basal forebrain stimulation [18]. Similar to effects of active
whisking versus quiet wakefulness in the somatosensory cor-
tex [19], this reduction might be due to decorrelated fluctua-
tions of the membrane potential of neighboring pyramidal
neurons.
Adding to previous findings of changes in stimulus selec-
tivity [9], presence of mismatch signals [5], and integration of
visual motion and self-motion [10] during locomotion, the de-
correlation we observed strengthens the view that locomotion
does more than just regulate the gain of neuronal responses.
What could be the circuit mechanisms? There are at least
two possibilities: first, neuromodulators may cause a global
decorrelation of population activity, and second, specific in-
puts from motor-related areas may provide signals that differ-
entially influence the activity of subsets of neurons, causing
them to alter their coupling to the network. Although our
data cannot directly rule out any of these possibilities, thediversity of run-speed tuning would harmonize well with spe-
cific projections differentially modulating the activity of
different neuronal ensembles. At the same time, the global
reduction of shared variability by locomotion irrespective of
run-speed preferences seems more consistent with a global
effect on network activity, as, e.g., caused by neuromodula-
tors. This latter mechanism would also be consistent with
recent evidence from optogenetic interference with basal fore-
brain cholinergic neurons, which bidirectionally modulates
trial-to-trial variability and low-frequency fluctuations in the
population response of visual cortex [20].
Most previous studies of locomotion-based response mod-
ulations have focused on superficial layers [2–5, 7]. This turns
out to be an excellent choice, as our laminar recordings show
that superficial layers are indeed the sites with the most
consistent and strongest overall locomotion-related enhance-
ments. We also show an overall enhancement of firing rates by
locomotion in the putative granular layer. Considering that
locomotion can enhance firing rates in dLGN and depolarize
L4 membrane potentials [2], it might be possible that feedfor-
ward connectivity contributes to effects of locomotion in visual
cortex. A recent two-photon calcium imaging studymentioned
neurons with strong suppression at running onset in L6 [6],
consistent with L6 gain control effects on the remaining layers
via dis-inhibition [21]. In our data, the most prevalent and
strongest suppressive effects seem to occur not in the lower
but in the upper part of infragranular layers, potentially corre-
sponding to L5. Our laminar pattern is consistent with recent
evidence of antagonistic behavior between layers 2/3 and
layer 5 during multisensory processing [22] and during cholin-
ergic influences [18, 23]. The discrepancy in the location of the
locomotion-suppressed neurons between our data and those
of Andermann et al. [6] might bemethodological, i.e., depth es-
timates via two-photon microprism imaging versus CSD anal-
ysis based on LFPs. This issue, along with the question of
whether and how suppressive effects in deep layers might
mediate enhancement of responses within the cortical col-
umn, requires future examination.
Contrary to Niell and Stryker’s [4] pioneering work, we here
provide evidence that, in the visual system, response modula-
tions and changes in tuning properties by locomotion are not
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Figure 6. Effects of Locomotion on Pupil Size
(A) Example time course of pupil size (black) and
locomotion speed (gray) (session 26-2).
(B) Average pupil size during locomotion versus
stationary periods; n = 13 recording sessions.
Red circle indicates example session shown
in (A).
(C) Pupil size as a function of run speed for full
recording session of (A). Line represents regres-
sion fit. Inset: histogram of correlation coeffi-
cients for sessions in (B).
(D) Light-evoked pupil responses after applica-
tion of atropine (top) and in control conditions
(bottom), time-locked to full-screen changes
from black to white (black traces) or white to
black (gray traces).
(E and F) Run-speed tuning of example dLGN
neurons before (bottom) and after (top) atropine
application (units 191-6.x.7 and 191-5.x.27).
(G) Run-speed tuning of example V1 neuron
before (bottom) and after (top) atropine applica-
tion (unit 188.7.x.41).
(H) Distribution of run-speed tuning preference in
V1 during artificial pupil dilation (At, n = 52) and
control conditions (Ctrl, n = 72).
See also Figures S6 and S7 and Movie S1.
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thalamus. The locomotion effects in dLGN can be smaller than
those in cortex, but they are, nonetheless, undeniable: in-
fluences of locomotion are reliably revealed in single dLGN
neurons by triggering responses to locomotion onset, by as-
sessing changes in tuning for stimulus size, and by computing
run-speed tuning curves—analyses that have not been re-
ported for this population. Here, we demonstrate that locomo-
tion controls, in a nonmultiplicative way, spatial selectivity of
dLGN neurons. Moreover, w45% of dLGN neurons encode
the animal’s speed, which, in the early visual system, is
currently thought to be represented only within V1 circuitry.
To what degree the modulations in dLGN by locomotion are
generated within its local circuit, reflect L6 corticogeniculate
feedback [24], influences from other subcortical pathways [8,25], or neuromodulation of thalamic sig-
nals [26] is an open question. At least
two observations are consistent with
corticogeniculate feedback: feedback-
mediated shifts between burst and tonic
firing modes and changes in dLGN
spatial integration properties. Indeed,
switches between dLGN firing modes
can be mediated via metabotropic glu-
tamate receptors, as used by cortico-
geniculate feedback [27], and can be
influenced by direct manipulations
of corticogeniculate feedback [28].
Furthermore, consistent with the retino-
topic organization of corticogeniculate
feedback, causal interference with L6
corticogeniculate cells can change RF
center size and surround suppression
strength [24]. Other observations argue
for neuromodulatory effects. Norepi-
nephrine from the locus coeruleus (LC)
and acetylcholine from the midbrain act
directly on the thalamus (reviewed in[29]). Electrical stimulation of the LC [30] and parabrachial re-
gion (PBR) [31], a structure within the mesencephalic locomo-
tor region (MLR), as well as pharmacological manipulations of
noradrenergic [32] and cholingergic [26, 33] targets within
dLGN are sufficient to reduce thalamic burst mode firing.
Moreover, PBR activation and local acetylcholine application
in dLGN are both associated with increases in geniculate RF
size [34].
The striking relationship between running speed and pupil
size in mice has not been reported so far, despite the well-
known relationship between pupil dilation and alertness or
arousal in humans [16]. Pupil dilation under steady illumination
is one component of the orienting response, which serves to
prepare body and senses for responding to critical changes
in the environment. Pupil dilation has been linked to the action
visual cortex
locus coeruleus
basal forebrain
thalamus
MLR
to spinal cord
glutamatergic synapse
noradrenergic synapse
cholinergic synapse
GABAergic synapse

. . .
. . .
Figure 7. Potential Pathways Mediating Locomo-
tion Effects on Early Visual Processing
This figure was reproduced and modified, with
permission, from a figure in [42].
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2906of norepinephrine [35], a neuromodulator that has also been
implied in locomotion-based modulations in visual cortex
[2, 36]. What could be the functional role of pupil dilation for vi-
sual processing? One suggestion is that pupil dilation could
increase visual sensitivity. Although larger pupil sizes are
generally associated with better performance, direct experi-
mental evidence for this suggestion is sparse [37]. In the
mouse eye, pupil dilation can lead to a more than 20-fold in-
crease in retinal brightness [38]. How much of this brightness
enhancement translates into potential increases in sensitivity
is unclear, given the presence of powerful gain control mech-
anisms starting from the earliest stages of visual processing
[39]. Although our study does not allow us to directly test the
functional implications of pupil dilation on visual performance,
the diversity of run-speed tuning curves in the dLGN and V1,
even in complete darkness, and the persistence of run-speed
tuning during artificial pupil dilation argue against the notion
that changes in pupil size and changes in neural responsive-
ness during locomotion, which should ultimately determine
visual performance, are causally related. Nonetheless, in the
primate and rodent literature [40, 41], pupil responses as a
marker for arousal and cognitive processes are currently
attracting increasing attention. Our data demonstrate that
locomotion in the mouse is an ideal model to study the mech-
anisms of endogenously generated pupil responses on the
microcircuit level and assess their functional relevance for
sensory processing.
Recent investigations of the neural circuits underlying loco-
motion-based modulation of brain state have revealed a
pathway from the MLR via cholinergic neurons in the basal
forebrain (BF) to visual cortex [8], potentially targeting nicotinic
acetylcholine receptors of upper-layer VIP neurons [7].
Although the MLR/ BF/ V1 pathway seems important for
cortical desynchronization and gain control [8] and agrees
well with our finding of decorrelated spiking in V1 (see also
[18, 20]), it is unlikely to be the only source of locomotion-
based modulations of visual processing (see also [2, 42]. First,
in area V1, the effect of locomotion on contrast responses is
only partially consistent with effects of iontophoretic applica-
tion of acetylcholine [43]. Second, the locomotion-related
decrease in surround suppression and the increase in RF
size ([9] and our own data) are opposite from effects of generalacetylcholine application in cortex [44].
Furthermore, the proposed VIP and
SST-mediated disinhibition does not
explain locomotion-related increases in
V1 center size [45]. Third, as we show
here, locomotion-based response mod-
ulations occur already at the level of
dLGN.
Our data suggest that additional ele-
ments should be considered in the
circuit diagram of locomotion-related
changes in sensory processing, particu-
larly pathways that can modulate dLGN
activity (Figure 7). Direct cholinergic pro-
jections from the MLR and disinhibitoryinfluences from the BF via the visual thalamic reticular nucleus
[46, 47] are two potential pathways for complex actions of
locomotion on thalamic feedforward processing. Furthermore,
the cholinergic system is tightly linked to activity of the LC-
norepinephrine system, which has been implicated in the
maintenance of the tonic depolarization associated with loco-
motion [2]. Future studies will need to address the interplay of
cortical, thalamic, and neuromodulatory influences on visual
processing during locomotion and navigation.
Experimental Procedures
All procedures complied with the European Communities Council Directive
2010/63/EC and the German Law for Protection of Animals and were
approved by the local authorities, following appropriate ethics review. For
detailed methods, please see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
For details of the data set, see Table S1.
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